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The moment Li Yalin fell to the ground, one of the people in the elevator didn’t
even look at Li Yalin again.

One of them saw Li Yalin’s deadly face, and through the intercom system in his
helmet, he blurted out: “Boss, this person seems to be Li Yalin, the inspector of
the New York Police Department!”

The head man said contemptuously: “What Li Yalin and Liu Yalin, in my opinion,
it’s just an appetizer, and it’s not enough for everyone to pick up a chopstick.”

After that, he ordered: “Everyone, form a battle formation, remember our
purpose, and don’t leave any alive!”

The other twenty people were wearing active noise-cancelling headphones, so
they could hear the leader’s voice very clearly, so they held guns in their right
hands, and raised their index and middle fingers to their temples in their left
hands.

This gesture means that they have received the order.
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Immediately, more than 20 people in the four elevators immediately walked out
of the elevators at the same time and at the same pace in the standard six-person
special forces combat formation, holding the most advanced assault rifles.

The special clothing and equipment on their bodies have been carefully silenced,
and the fabric of the clothes hardly makes any friction noise. Even the head of
each zipper on the clothes is wrapped with black cotton cloth to avoid contact
with The zipper body collided.

The soles of the combat boots have also been specially treated, and they are all
tightened with Velcro. There are no shoelaces and metal parts. Even when
walking, there is no sound.

In addition, the entire VIP area is like a hotel, and it is completely covered by
carpets. More than 20 people walked up to it, and there was almost no sound.
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Such extreme combat details are incomparable to even the top special forces.

And their equipment is also very advanced.

Their main weapon is the latest individual weapon from the German company HK,
the HK433 assault rifle.

This gun has a high rate of fire, great power, and accuracy far exceeding that of
ordinary standard weapons.

Moreover, this group of people also specially used a special 5.56-caliber dummy
bullet. In close combat, this small-caliber bullet not only has high initial velocity
and high lethality, but also the specially-made dummy bullet has a strong cavity
effect. It can form a huge cavity in the body when it is punched into the flesh,
which can cause great harm to the human body.

At this time, they moved forward silently, while ignoring Li Yalin’s body.

This corpse is no longer in their attention. Their target is the VIP box where the
An family is located!

At this time, the four masters of the An family were guarding the door.

But in the opening video at this time, the sounds of fleet explosions and weapons
firing one after another, and the loud noise from the subwoofer, even the
reinforced concrete floor shook.
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In front of this surging sound, other sounds almost completely lost their ability
to transmit.

In addition, the ears, eyes and nose are extremely easily affected organs. Once a
certain sound is too loud, the human ear will almost lose its ability to resolve
other weak sounds under the influence of this huge sound.

That’s why, at a concert or in a bar or disco, when two people talk face to face, no
one can hear each other unless they lie beside each other’s ears and shout at
them.

Therefore, under the huge background noise, the four masters of the An family
wanted to hear the sound of the gunshots that had been silenced just now, as
well as the footsteps the other party tried to cover up. It was more difficult than
listening to the humming of mosquitoes at the airport.

At such a time, they are completely unaware that a huge danger is approaching!



And charlie, because he had just withdrawn his spiritual energy and focused his
attention on the opening video played on the spot, he also knew nothing about
what was happening outside!
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However, the killer was extremely well prepared.

Before they entered the corner of the corridor, they had already used the life
detector to detect the situation behind the corner.

The person who controls the life detector immediately reports to everyone in
special sign language.

The content of the sign language is: there are four people near the door of the
near box, thirteen people in the near box, and two people in another box next to
the near box.

The leader of the team frowned slightly.

In the information he received, there was no situation in the box next door.
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He only knew that the box here was not open to the public tonight, and the An
family should be the only guests.

It now appears that the information is wrong.

However, at this moment, he can no longer care about these small accidents.

He immediately made a gesture of wiping his neck to everyone, which meant that
everyone, including the two people in the box next door, would be killed!
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Anyway, the process of killing them all the way up is to kill anyone they see, and
to kill anyone they see is also their code of conduct tonight.
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Afterwards, everyone got ready. Between the wave of the leader, they tacitly
divided three heights: high, medium, and low, and entered the aisle leading to
the VIP box at a very fast speed!

The four masters of the An family suddenly discovered that the enemy was
attacking at this time. The eight-star warrior headed by him froze and shouted:
“There is an enemy!”

After all, the whole body’s infuriating energy quickly forced from the body to the
body surface, arming the skin into armor, and at the same time pulling out a soft
sword coiled around the waist from the waist!

The other three responded very quickly, and almost immediately began to run
infuriating.

This is the standard procedure for martial arts masters to defend against the
enemy.

However, the enemy does not speak of martial arts at all!

More than 20 powerful assault rifles, at extremely fast speed, frantically vented
the bullets in the magazines.

After the acceleration and rotation of the rifling, each bullet madly attacked the
four people with deadly force!
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The man at the head slashed wildly with the soft sword, his speed was extremely
fast, and when the soft sword shook in his hand, it suddenly became extremely
hard, cutting iron like mud!

In an instant, at least a dozen bullets were chopped in half by him, but more than
a dozen bullets hit him!

Rather, a few hundred rounds!

More bullets hit his body one after another!

His infuriating qi was indeed very powerful, and the bullets hit him at first, as if
hitting an iron wall!

If the opponent is fighting alone, he can cut most of the bullets off by himself,
and although the remaining bullets cannot be completely cut off, they will not
cause fatal damage to his body due to the infuriating body protection. .



However, the bad thing is that there are too many people on the other side, too
many guns…

Bullets, too many! …

More than 20 magazines released 600 or 700 rounds of bullets in a few seconds!

And in this straight alley, they have nowhere to hide!

The first bullets only shocked these martial arts masters, but they couldn’t hurt
their bodies.

But in less than a second, their was exhausted at an extremely fast speed under
the dense bullet attack like rain!

The infuriating energy of the martial arts master was rapidly draining, but the
opponent’s bullets did not stop at all!

Moreover, not to mention martial arts, the gun is tireless!

A bullet has a capacity of thirty rounds, and there is almost no difference in
power between the first and last rounds!

This also means that the fate of these four masters, from the moment these
people suddenly appeared, is doomed to tragedy!

Soon, the head of the eight-star warrior’s body reached its limit. The bullet could
not penetrate his body, to the bullet that could penetrate half of the body, and
then to the bullet completely submerged in the body or even completely
penetrated the body. The whole process took less than Three seconds.

The reason why it is so fast is that it only takes less than three seconds for this
kind of assault rifle with a rate of fire of 700 bullets per minute to clear the 30
bullets in the magazine!

Therefore, in less than three seconds, the four masters of the An family were
beaten into sieves by bullets!
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As the saying goes, random punches kill the old master.

Even a master of martial arts, in the face of such a dense number of bullets, it is
impossible to parry.
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This is why, the rules of this world have always been within the range of guns and
missiles, not in the hands of these martial arts masters.

Flesh and blood, how to resist the saturation attack of modern weapons!

And charlie, because he withdrew his spiritual energy and attention in advance,
until the moment when the bullet whizzed through the door of his box, he
instantly realized that something big happened outside!

Between lightning and flint, he thought a lot in his mind.
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Who is the enemy? Who is the target? Will the grandparents’ family next door be
in danger? !

At this moment, he looked at Claire who was still immersed in watching the
opening video. Almost without thinking, he tapped a spiritual energy into the
back of her head. Claire instantly lost all consciousness and collapsed on the sofa.

charlie turned over immediately, and the huge explosive force made him rush to
the door with a vigorous step from the French window of the box in an instant.

When he opened the door of the box inwards, two bloody corpses just happened
to fall at the door!
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The power of the special dummy bullet is too terrifying. If it hits the wrist, it can
break the entire wrist. If it hits the arm, the entire arm will be torn apart and hit
on the chest. The hole, and behind it, is a cavity larger than the mouth of the
bowl. The original Google meridian and internal organs have already been
blasted into pieces, which is terrible!

The tragic situation of the two made charlie angry.

It really is not about martial arts!

People say that killing people is just a nod to the ground, not to mention martial
arts, and to use such a brutal saturation attack, they don’t even leave a whole
corpse for the other party!

Since the door of charlie’s box was opened inward, and the lights were not turned
on inside, the other party’s attention was not in charlie’s room at this time.



The headed man walked from a distance and sneered arrogantly: “What kind of
shit is an eight-star martial artist, a dog is not as good! Next time I put on a 7.62
special armor-piercing bullet, even if it is a martial arts master with great
perfection in Mingjing, it will be f*cked. Gotta be beaten to pieces!”

At this time, the eight-star warrior still maintained the last trace of sobriety even
when his body was beaten into a sieve.

With the last ounce of strength, he stretched out his hand and pushed away the
box where the An family was, and then he lost consciousness and collapsed into
the room!

At the last moment before his death, he thought that he must notify the owner
of the family, even if it was only a few seconds in advance, so that the owner of
the family should be prepared.
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Otherwise, with the sound insulation in the room and the professionalism of
these gangsters, the An family might not even know to look back when they died.

The moment he opened the door, light flooded in instantly. The An family
members, who were immersed in the opening video, realized the light coming
from behind, and turned their heads one after another. The female family
members and children were already screaming in fright!

At this moment, in the opening video, the intense Star Wars has also settled, the
sound of explosions and roars has disappeared, and the female soldier in the
video fled to the wormhole alone, and the scene was suddenly quiet a lot. .

At this time, the screams of several female relatives of the An family were
extremely harsh.

However, the VIP area itself has excellent sound insulation, and the outside is
not completely quiet, so this kind of screaming is impossible for people outside
to hear.

Asher reacted the fastest at this time. He violently pulled Homula and blurted
out, “Homula! You stand in front with me!”

Homula didn’t think about it at all, gritted his teeth and roared: “Okay! Kill both
of us first!”
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An Qishan blurted out at this time: “Asher! Don’t be impulsive and negotiate
terms! No matter howmuch money they want, they must agree without thinking!
The whole family is here tonight, we can’t afford to gamble or lose!”

An Qishan’s words made the scalps of the three sons of the An family tingle.

As my father said, today, the second elder of the An family and the four children
of the second elder are all here.

In addition, there are three daughters-in-law and several grandchildren.

If today’s crisis cannot be overcome, the three generations of the An family, the
old, the middle, and the young, the two generations, the old and the middle, will
be completely wiped out!

And under the nest, how can there be a complete egg!
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If the other party succeeds today, how can the remaining grandchildren who are
lucky enough to escape their pursuit? !

At this time, at the end of the corridor outside the door!

Seeing that the four martial arts masters were all dead at the same time, the
leading bandit immediately took off his helmets and shouted excitedly in the
corridor: “An Qishan, don’t fight in vain, all of you must die tonight!”

When An Qishan and the others heard this, their faces instantly turned ashen.
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It seems that this is not kidnapping, not extortion, but a long-planned murder!

An Qishan burst into tears in an instant, and he has been a hero all his life, but he
did not expect that he would suffer a disaster in his later years.

Now, even if the family has trillions of wealth, how can it be? Can’t change the
lives of children and grandchildren!

At this moment, the other An family members were also completely desperate.
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They all recognize the reality in an instant, today’s situation is already a certain
death!

The four martial arts masters have all been killed, how could a group of ordinary
people who have no power to tie the chickens can escape!

At this moment, a group of gangsters had rushed to the door.

The headed man strode forward, stood at the door, coldly looked at the
panic-stricken An family members in the room, and sneered: “Oh, there are so
many people, I’m really sorry, I’m going to kill!”

After that, he picked up the gun, pointed the muzzle at An Qishan, and asked
with a sneer, “An Qishan, what are your last words?”
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An Qishan stood up and said neither humble nor arrogant: “I don’t know where I
offended you, but if you really have a grudge against me, please spare my
family!”

The man sneered and said with extreme contempt, “It’s not just you that I want
to kill, but every one of you!”

After that, he said sharply: “Stop talking nonsense with you, I will send you on
your way now!”

At this moment, a figure suddenly appeared on his right side, and then he heard a
cold voice: “You want to send them on the road, have you asked me?!”

It was charlie who spoke!

The man in the lead, as well as the soldiers behind him with live ammunition,
were all startled by charlie’s sudden voice.

They had known for a long time that there were two unlucky people in the next
room, and they were planning to kill the An family immediately and kill them
both, but they didn’t expect that the people in that room came out on their own
initiative!

Even, dare to say such arrogant words!

It’s like playing a lantern in a cesspool, courting death!

The headed man turned his head to look at charlie, and while shocked, he
couldn’t help but sarcastically said: “Boy, even if you are courting death, you will



get points first! Don’t worry, you are behind them, and I will personally send you
on the road after killing them!”

After that, he was ready to pull the trigger and shoot all the An family members!

At this time, charlie said coldly, “The mere ants are also worthy of shouting in
front of me. Do you really think that with a burning stick in your hand, you are
invincible in the world?!”

After that, a cold light flashed in his hand, and an invisible sharp blade flew out
of his hand!

This cold light is charlie’s soul-piercing blade!

The headed man didn’t expect charlie to be so arrogant, but before he could get
angry, he suddenly felt a sharp pain in his arms!

Immediately afterwards, the gun in his hand dropped with his hands, wrists, and
half of his arms at the same time!

Look at your arms again, they have already broken from the top of the elbow
joint!

The wound was neat and tidy, as if it was instantly cut off by an invisible knife,
and blood spurted out from the flat incision!

His two broken arms are now like two pesticide sprayers.

It’s just that what this sprayer sprays is not medicine, but the 36-degree, fresh
and warm blood in his body!
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